
Snippet – New System: JUNIOR   5 sets with this name
were offered on German Ebay in July last year, the only time
they have been seen. A picture of both the front & back of the
packaging was provided for each and the name is top left on
the  front  of  all  of  them,  with  an  Item No.  above it  –  4904-
followed by 3 figures, some of which are unclear. Bottom right
on all the fronts is 'TOYMAN' in small white letters.

2  sets with 68 & 108 parts (#005 & 006),  for 20 models
each, are blister  packs,  36*26*2½cm, and the larger  one is
shown  below. The models  are  illustrated  on  the  back.  The

other outfits are boxed, and have 156, 164, 333 parts for 20,
16, & 14 models. Their Item Nos. may be ???, 002, & 001 (the
??? might end in '4'). All the box fronts are similar in style to
the largest one at the top of the next column, and again the
models are on the back. The '156' box is in portrait format and
measures  36*27*4½cm;  the  others  are  landscape,  both
41*28*6½cm.  From the  models  for  them,  the  different  sets
seem to be progressive.

The following parts can be seen in the '108' & the various
models  for  the different  sets.  5  & 11h Strips.  M90a Curved
Strip. 5h DAS. Red Trunnion and/or Flat Trunnion (probably).
2h Ø Pulleys with Tyre – red, & bright with boss. Bush Wheel.

Flanged Plates:  5*11h,  3&5h,  5*5h probably;  and a Flanged
Sector  Plate,  probably  7h  long.  Blue  Flexible  Plates:  3*5h,
3*11h, 5*5h, &, probably, 5*9h. Axles about 4 & 7h long. A long
Crank  Handle.  A  Spanner  like  M34c  but  with  no  centre
piercing. A green-handled Screwdriver.

The  models for  all  the  sets
are fairly 'traditional', rather than
the 'Buggy'  type  found in  many
new systems. 9 of the 15 on the
back  of  the  '333'  box  (only  14
are  claimed)  are  shown  right,
and 3 more of them are those on
the front of the box above.

Origin  Despite  the  sets
being sold from Germany all the
text that can be read on them is
in English. From the parts above
it may be that they are 'Chinese',
and a few of the models look like
WISDOM,  especially  those  for
the smaller sets. If 'Chinese', it is
not  clear if  the parts are to the
'WISDOM'  standard  with  holes
at 12.5mm pitch, or the 12.2mm of STIHL & STEEL BUILDER
(described elsewhere in this Issue). In either case most of the
models look to me better than most of the earlier 'Chinese'.

    OSN 32/953 JUNIOR [2]:  S1

     OSN 32/953     MECOTECH:  S1

More MECOTECH  Two of these Chinese sets were
noted in 11/284.  The No.1 had a few metal  WISDOM-
type  parts,  an  electric  Motor,  &  some  plastic  'space'
pieces, to make Jet/Rocket type Vehicles. The other was
a more expensive MM 2001 but with no details. 

Now I've Ebay photos of 4 other outfits. 3 are very
similar to standard WISDOM sets: the No.2 below, 13"
long, another No.2, & a No.3 in similar packaging. The
4th had no box and was part of a lot which also con-

tained  some
MECCANO.
     Right, the
main parts, &

left, all that could be seen of the manual.  The
red, triangle WISDOM logo is on it, & top right,
an MM number which might be 2001.
   Parts not  seen before are the Road Wheel

with  boss  &  what  may  be  imitation  spokes;  and  the
lighter  blue  (built-up?)  chassis  with  the  'Architraves'

bolted on. The manual cover Motorcycle also looks to have
other 'new' parts in it.  Among the loose parts in the lot (not

shown  here)  are  a  red  cylindrical  Motor  with  yellow  plastic
mounting plate, & a blue Controller like the OSN 11 one but with

a different switch. Also a crosshead Screwdriver with a flat green
plastic handle, & 'MADE IN CHINA' moulded into it.

    All the sets were found in Canada
except one No.2 from

Australia - it was
marked 'Made 

in China for 
George Tauber Imports'.


